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Sharp NEC Display Solutions Introduces NC2403ML RB Laser Projector
Featuring native 2K resolution and 50,000 hours of life, Sharp/NEC’s NC2403ML adds to its line
of next generation of module projectors
CHICAGO – December 1, 2021 – Sharp NEC Display Solutions, a global leader in the projector
and display market, today announced the availability of the NC2403ML laser projector, the latest
upgraded model in its digital cinema projection series. With an improved, replaceable RB laser
module and laser light source lifespan of up to 50,000* hours, this new model is the ideal
projection solution for theaters with medium and large screens. The NC2403ML is also suitable
for museum, House of Worship, and higher education applications.
Exhibitors now have a cost-conscious cinema projection solution offering interchangeable laser
light sources in the projector head for ultimate versatility and future-proofing. The
interchangeable laser module can be purchased separately and switched between projector
heads for different sized auditoriums. Its improved RB laser module generates 24,000 lumens of
brightness and features adjustable brightness levels for 2D and 3D feature films. Its 2K DCIcompliant laser produces an outstanding image that is bright enough to display on screens up to
72 ft/22 m.
“The introduction of the NC2403ML broadens our lineup of next generation, modular laser
projectors,” said Richard McPherson, Senior Product Manager at Sharp NEC Display Solutions.
“Projectors with this replaceable laser module, such as this model and our recently announced
NC1803ML, are low-maintenance and provide exhibitors with substantial protection on their
investment.”
In addition to improved projection and imaging, the NC2403ML offers flexible placement
installation and a reliable nature. For more information on Sharp NEC Display Solutions, visit
https://www.sharpnecdisplays.us/.

*The lifetime may vary depending upon environmental conditions and does not constitute the
warranty period.
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About Sharp NEC Display Solutions of America, Inc.
Sharp NEC Display Solutions of America, Inc. is the leading global provider of professional and
commercial visual technology and digital signage solutions, wholly owned by Sharp NEC
Display Solutions, Ltd. Sharp NEC Display offers one of the broadest visual solutions portfolios
in the industry, innovating in LCD displays, lamp and laser projectors, dvLED, 8K and 5G
technology, collaboration solutions, calibration tools, IoT and AI driven analytics. Sharp NEC
Display is a trusted name and a total solutions provider with strong ties to industry partners, and
has a reputation for quality, reliability, and industry-leading customer support with a range of
professional service offerings. Serving a wide variety of markets, the organization’s expertise
spans retail, enterprise, education, entertainment, transportation, energy and utility, and more.
For more information, please visit www.sharpnecdisplays.us. Follow us on our social media
channels: Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter and LinkedIn.

